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MEDIA BIO
Dipal Shah is an Internationally acclaimed Mindset Expert, Global Speaker, and Spiritual Mentor, celebrated by clients across the
globe who refer to her as “The Body Whisperer.” As a recognized expert in the field of Energy Medicine, Dipal is the creator of
the Quantum Body Awakening Technique. Her globally taught course teaches individuals how to become the master of their own
health and wellbeing. Dipal has helped thousands in over 92 countries break free from chronic health problems in conjunction with
or where western medicine has failed. By identifying the root cause of their symptoms and increasing the life force energy flow,
Dipal has helped her clients create powerful and profound shifts inside and out, allowing them to find more joy and inspiration in
all aspects of their life. Dipal has worked with celebrities, health care practitioners, thought leaders, and many more.
In her mission to cultivate connectivity within the industry, Dipal launched the online healing platform, The Global Gathering
which brings together 6 healers, singers, meditators, and spiritual activists from all around the world to provide service to humanity
each month.

TOPICS

TESTIMONIALS

Powerful strategies to live a meaningful life

Dipal’s teachings are nothing short of miraculous. Everything
I have learned from her has helped my personal growth,
spiritual growth and within my career as a healer. She is an
inspiration to all that come across her work. A.J

Aligning the energy systems for greater wellbeing
The shocking truth about happiness
The power of your voice

We have worked with Dipal for over 4 years now on our summits
and she is an amazing speaker and knows how to connect with
the audience. She is confident, engaging, and passionate about
the topics she offers to our community. Gretchen

Mindfulness Matters
Navigating your Spiritual Journey
Creating Boundaries
The Courage to Heal from Trauma
Dipal’s topics are to empower audiences to live their best
life with practical and mindful solutions to everyday life.

Dipal is observing the body with her intuition. Gently and
easily she disassembled generational patterns and installed
mutual acceptance and harmony. I felt lighter and happier!
~Arati Benveniste
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